Hirsch & Associés

Hirsch & Associés represents directly his customers in front of the Judicial Authorities (High courts and Courts of Appeal), regarding patents, marks, models, copyright and unfair competition.

Interventions for the defense of rights

• actions in patents, marks and models infringement;
• actions in nullity of patents, marks and models;
• requests of temporary bans;
• restoration of patents;
• consultation regarding employees inventions;
• claiming of property;
• actions based on unfair competition;
• actions in forgery of copyright;
• actions in nullity in the field of copyright;
• audit of wallets of industrial property within the framework of operations of mergers and acquisitions (due diligence).

Hirsch & Partners

Hirsch & Partners, structure formed by Councils in Intellectual Property offers to the customers a wide range of services regarding deposit and defense in front of Patents, Marks and Models offices.

Interventions for the appropriation of rights

• advice on the strategy of deposit of patent applications, marks, designs and models;
• technical fields: chemistry, biotechnology, mechanic, electronic...
• procedures of deposit and obtaining of patents, marks, designs and models;
• extensions of the protection abroad;
• research for anteriority (patents, marks or models);
• supervision of the annuities;
• consultation regarding freedom to operate;
• commitment of procedures of opposition against patents or marks;
• establishment of the strategies of protection, valuation of the rights of industrial property, including the negotiation of license or transfer.